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bring it to the masses.

brand   advertising   design   web

clayandstan.com
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Daily Specials!!(Dine in only)

Sunday - 1/2 Price Entrees
Monday - $7.95 Flat Iron Steak Dinner
Tuesday - 35 Cent Wings
Wednesday - $1 Margaritas 
Thursday - $1 Drafts
Friday & Saturday - Chef's Choice
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. . .  and another  3 ,000+ events  onl ine!
(now what 's  your  excuse?)

DaytonMostMetro.com
Dining  |   Music  |   Theatre  |  Arts  |  Community

Check out these upcoming events...
Thursday, March 21
Exhibit: 'Inside the Box'
@ Dayton Art Institute
Phone: (937) 223-5277

Friday, March 22
ArtStreet Friday Film Series: 

  Phone: 937-229-5101  

Saturday, March 23
Sound Bites: Short Talks about Art
@ Dayton Art Institute
Call 937-223-4ART (4278) for more information.

Sunday, March 24
DSPS 8th Annual Print Show
@ The 48 High Street Gallery

Making Movies | Petit Mal
TELEPHONE RELEASE PARTY 
@ Blind Bob's 
Phone: 937-938-6405

Monday, March 25
Looks like Monday is pizza night in D-town
1/2 price Pizza Night
@ South Park Tavern
Phone: 937-586-9526

'Kid on Hip, Camera in Hand'

Sunday, March 24
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Telephone Magazine is always on 
the lookout for great content. If 
you like, check out the guidelines 

below. We look forward to hearing 
from you.

Submission Guidelines for 
Telephone Magazine:

Determine which section/column 
of Telephone Magazine is best 

suited for your submission. Name 
that section at the top of your 

submission. Possible topics include 
science & technology, art & design, 

DIY/craft/maker instructional, 
interviews, active lifestyle, style 

& fashion, mental health, spiritual-
ity & religion, opinion, local 
events, conspiracy theories, 

letters to the editor 
DIY/craft/maker instructional 
should include photographs or 

illustrations demonstrating the 
process of creation, tool & 
materials list and written 

instructions no more than 400 
words in length that have not 

already been published elsewhere.

All articles (not considered to be a 
feature) should be no more 800 
words in length that have not 

been published elsewhere.

We would love it if everything 
could be awesome.

Poetry is great and you should 
submit it to any other publication 

you can think of.

Email article submissions to 
editor@telephoneweekly.com

Submission Guidelines
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    A paraphrased phone interview 
with artist Bryan Lewis Saunders 
by Katie Modras-Anible which 
Telephone Magazine cannot publish 
(due to explicit content) but that 
you can find on her blog.

   Bryan Lewis Saunders and I caught 
up over the phone. The sound of the 
tape is surreal: a rhythmic hum while 
recording. My own voice reverberated 
in the room, merging with the muffled 
echo of Bryan scratching through 
my cell’s speaker.  Saunders was 
filling me in on the Johnson City 
Tennessee menagerie, the kind of folk 
and situations that fuel the work he 
produces. Stuff doesn’t get interesting 
until shit gets strange.  
    Saunders lives in complete 
dedication to his craft which includes 
visual art and dramatized performance 
pieces: “stand-up tragedy” as he calls 
it, dealing with the self, the absurdity 
of societal ills and the beautiful 
tragedy of living. Each feeling is a 
pained emergence, an expulsion and 
release.   
Since his early days performing, 
about 10 years ago, he has gained 
international attention, toured 
extensively, released a slew of 
recorded material, published a 
book and participated in an array of 
collaborative projects. Since 1995, 
he’s produced a self-portrait every 
day. This collection of nearly 9,000 
has gained much attention as well as 
the subgroups of self portraits within, 
for example, his Drug Portraits, each 
titled aptly by the substance used 
previous to the portrait’s creation.  The 
Gallery La Maison Rouge in Paris 
France opened a group exhibition, 
running from February to May 2013, 
entitled Under Influences. 48 pieces 
from Saunders Drug Portraits are 
included in this show focused on 
visual art and the effects of the altered 
state.
    In November of 2012 Saunders 
was again touring in Europe and 
participated in the Extreme Rituals 
Festival at the Arnolfini in Bristol UK, 

an event highlighting extreme outsider, 
noise and experimental performance 
started by the Schimpfluch Gruppe, a 
prominent collective of weirdo artists/
performers collaborating since 1987.  
    Bryan also keeps a found 
photograph collection, his People 
Found in the Trash. Out of these 
came the inspiration for one of his 
present projects, Precious Moments,  
an assemblage of awkward oil 
reproductions from found photos 
commissioned out to a Chinese oil 
paint reproduction company (dubbed 
lovingly by Saunders as, “the Walmart 
Warhol Factory for today’s falling on 
hard times”).  These are to be shown 
juxtaposed with black and white 
acrylic reproductions of old found 
school photos.
Set for release later this year, 
Saunders is making his film debut 
in the tentatively-titled independent 
film Trial Run by Lawrence Klein 
(filmmaker for California electro pop 
band Captain Ahab among others).  
Saunders will also be composing 
the soundtrack for two of filmmaker 
James Hollenbaugh’s films, one being 
his DAKU project done collaboratively 
with percussionist, Z’EV. This film has 
just returned from a month of touring 
Europe.  
    Another grouping Saunders is 
currently working on is a series of 38 
portraits focused on mutation and the 
Austrian father of genetics, Gregor 
Mendel. This will be shown in his first-
ever solo retrospective at the MIKA 
Gallery in Tel Aviv, Israel later this 
year. It is cause for speculation that 
the extent of recognition Saunders has 
gained abroad may indicate greater 
attention coming his way state-side.

    More on Bryan Lewis Saunders:    
www.BryanLewisSaunders.org
Katie Anible-Modras’s blog: 
mandibleemm.tumbler.com
    Katie Modras-Anible is an old art 
student, weirdo craft folk artist and 
experimental musician and performer, 
hangs out with husband Andrew 
and dog Jarvis- mostly. Loves most 
everything.

Bryan Lewis Saunders
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Comics

Local Comic Artists
One night _______ and _______ came up with the idea to create 

a free weekly _______. They had big _______ as they wanted to 

print _______ copies. They talked about all the different _______ 

and _______ that would be in the magazine. There would be 

_______ stories about _______ things that were happening in 

_______ and _______ _______ articles. One day, _______ was 

trying to figure out who was going to _______ their magazine 

and got a hold of _______ Media. They invited them down to 

their _______ facility and they gave him the _______ tour of their 

_______ story printing press. It was a massive machine, the size 

of a _______. After countless hours of _______, they were finally 

ready to print their _______. A few days later, they picked up their 

_______ from the printers. Staring in awe at the _______ stacks 

of _______, they realized that the true power of free media was 

the ability to get _______ into everybodies _______.

name name

noun plural noun

number plural noun

plural noun

adjective adjective

location adjective adjective name

verb 

noun

noun adjective

number

noun verb

noun

noun adjectives

noun

noun plural noun



75Celebration!

TICKETS 
228-3630 

call the box office 
m-f: 10 to 6 

sat: noon to 4 
order online: 

daytonperformingarts.org 

JOIN THE 
DAYTON 

BALLET FOR 
A PROGRAM 
THAT’S BEEN  
75 YEARS IN 

 THE MAKING. 
THIS THUR, 

FRI, SAT & SUN 
Tickets from $12 
The climax of the 2012-2013 

ballet season arrives this week 
with a multi-media retrospective 
of works from previous Dayton 

Ballet Directors and Artistic 
Director Karen Russo Burke. 

This amazing program includes 
four videos, a dozen works, 

eighteen dancers and the best of 
75 years of artistic achievement. 
There’s even a sparkling toast at 

intermission to the next 75 years!  
Thursday, March 21 - 8 pm 

Friday, March 22 - 8 pm 
Saturday, March 23 - 3 pm & 8 pm 

Sunday, March 24 - 3 pm 

Special thanks to our 
key season funders: 
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